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You can rest assured to buy customized Zhongyuan® Catalyst A400 from us. We look forward to
cooperating with you, if you want to know more, you can consult us now, we will reply to you in
time!We will always adhere to the principle of "quality first, client first," and we cordially invite
customers to visit us for consultation.

Catalyst A400 Summary:

Customized Zhongyuan® Catalyst A400 made in China is a delayed amine catalyst for moulding
polyurethane foam,used in like automobile seat cushion production.

We also offer product sourcing and flight consolidation services. We've got our personal factory and
sourcing office. We can easily present you with almost every style of merchandise linked to our
merchandise range for Hot New Products China Efficient Biogas Desulfurization Catalyst for
Remove Hydrogen Sulfide, Please truly feel absolutely free to call us at any time. We will reply you
when we receive your inquiries. Please note that samples are available before we start our company.
Hot New Products China Ferric Oxide Desulfurizer, Iron Oxide Desulfurizer, Our experience makes
us important in our customer eyes. Our quality speaks itself the properties like it do not tangle, shed
or breakdown, so that are our customers will always be confident while placing an order.

Always customer-oriented, and it's our ultimate target to be not only the most reliable, trustable and
honest supplier, but also the partner for our customers for Good User Reputation for China Catalyst
A400, We warmly welcome your participation dependant on mutual added benefits within the in
close proximity to future.
Good User Reputation for China Catalyst A400, The products has a good reputation with
competitive price, unique creation, leading the industry trends. The company insists on the principle
of win-win idea, has establishedglobal sales network and after-sales service network.

Catalyst A400 Detail:

Catalyst A400

China high quality Zhongyuan® Catalyst A400 is a
delayed amine catalyst for moulding polyurethane
foam,used in like automobile seat cushion
production.
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Liquid form

The proportion of @ 25 ℃ 1.115

Viscosity @ 25 ℃. CSt 140

Water soluble at 20℃ completely dissolved

Flash point (Closed Cup) (1) /℃ 104

Catalyst A400 Applications :Industrial

Widely used in automotive seat and backrest

Catalyst A400 Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 180Kgs/steel drum


